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Press Release

NEW EQUIPMENT PURCHASE

Fair Haven, MI ‐ March 16, 2010
PTM Corporation has purchased a rapid prototype machine for design and
development projects in their prototype department. The FDM (fused deposition modeling) process allows
PTM to provide rapid prototype models to collaborate, test form, fit and function in a very short time frame.
According to Jerry Kilgore, PTM Prototype Engineering Manager, “Imagine seeing 3D CAD data, and then being
able to hold the most complex part in your hands in just a few hours. Our machine does all this, and has
proven to be a valuable new asset here at PTM as well as becoming a critical new tool for us in the evaluation
and design of tooling and fixtures.”
Working with a physically accurate full‐size model helps PTM engineers explore ways to reduce the cost of
production without compromising product quality. Relatively inexpensive changes can be made in the design
phase that would cost far more during the prototype and/or production phase. The FDM models are made
from tough ABSplus, a production‐grade thermoplastic that is very durable ‐ there is no waiting for the model
to “cure”. Models can be drilled, tapped, sanded and painted, making the rapid prototype machine ideal for
producing prototypes, molds, patterns, and even customized tools and fixtures.
“We have a build capacity of 10” x 10” x 12”, but if the part is larger than this, we can make it in multiple
pieces and attach it together for our customers” says Kilgore. “Our customers are excited about the new
value‐added benefits we can now give them. To have a part in their hands in such a short time early in the
prototype design stage is fantastic, and the feedback has been very positive.”
For more information contact Kris Jacobs, Business Development, PTM Corporation (586) 725‐2211
Email: kjacobs@ptmcorporation.com or visit www.ptmcorporation.com
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